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Florida's
Oldest College
Newspaper

VOLUME 44

(Z-107)

(Weekly Student Newspaper)

Commencement
Exercises Will
BeHeldMonday

Commencement

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, FRIDAY, JUNE 2, 1939

Speaker

A MESSAGE TO THE SENIORS

Dr. Henry Goddard Leach WiH
Deliver Address; Dr. Denney to Give Invocation

Eighty Seniors To
Get Bachelor Degrees
Rollins Chapel Choir Will
Sing; Graduates Will Take
CoUege Pledge
The fiftieth annual Commencement Program of Rollins College
^tt^-HeNOi cSQj>y>fitz^ UEAr'-O'
will be held June 5 at ten o'clock in
the Knowles Memorial Chapel. Seventy-three students will receive the
Bachelor of Arts Degree; five will
receive the Bachelor of Science Di
gree; and two, the Bachelor of
Music.
Dr. Henry Goddard Leach, editor
of the Forum and honorary alumnus
of Rollins College, will deliver the
graduation address. His topic
Reverend Mr. A n s l e y Moore
"Are We Losing Our Freedom?'
Will Deliver Sermon at
The exercises will start with the
processional led by the Chapel
Knowles Memorial Chapel
Choir. The academic procession of
Seniors and Faculty will foUov
Reverend Mr. Ansley C. Moore of
The processional music is Clark' Clearwater will deliver the ser"Marche • Aux Flambeaux" which mon at the Baccalaureate Services
will be played by Herman F. Sie- on Sunday, June fourth, at tenwert, organist. The Reverend Dr. thirty in the Knowles Memorial
William Henry Denney, Jr., will Chapel. Reverend Moore is welgive the invocation.
come here at Rollins for he has
Christopher 0. Honaas, will di- spoken here before and we are glad
rect the choir in singing "The Rol- to have him back.
lins Chapel Song" written by HamPresident Hamilton Holt and Mr.
ilton Holt. Hazel Darlington Yar- William Henry Denney will give the
brough will sing the soprano solo. twofold benediction and Amen. All
Following Dr. Leach's address, the the readers are members of the
choir will sing the anthem "Soul of graduating class who have read
the World", by Purcell.
during their years here at Rollins.
After the anthem, there will be
The choir is singing two of its
the awarding of honors and prizes outstanding anthems, "The Earth
and the conferring of Bachelors de- is the Lord's", by Nikolsky and
grees upon the members of the Emitte Spiritum tuum et Creabungraduating class. Mr. Halsted W. tur (Send Forth Thy Spirit) by
Caldwell, as Public Orator, will Schuetky.
then award the Rollins Decorations
The entire program is as follows:
of Honor.
Prelude—Adagio
Bach
The most significant and anticiInstrumentalist Trio — Gretchen
pated announcement is that of the Cox, violin; A. Kunrad Kvam, vionames of the graduating man and loncello; Herman Siewert, organ.
woman who, for outstanding charProcessional Hymn—Number 351
acter and achievement, are given —"A Mighty Fortress is Our God".
the Algernon Sydney Sullivan MeThe Call to Worship — Robert
dallions. Dean Arthur Delano EnLado.
yart will he the Public Orator. This
Invocation and Prayer — Mr.
is the highest honor that can be
Denney and Choir.
given a Senior at Commencement.
The Litany—Harriet Begole
After the awarding of honors and
Moments of Silence
prizes, Aroxie Hagopian will sing
Anthem — "The Earth Is The
a soprano solo, "Eros" by Grieg.
Lord's"—Nikolsky
The graduating class will then Offertory—Prelude
_, Parker
take the Commencement Pledge of
Instrumentalist Trio
Rollins College. The pledge ia as
Response—Doxology
follows:
The Old Testament Lesson —
"We, loyal sons and daughters of George Fuller
the graduating class of Rollins ColAnthem
"Emitte Spiritum tuum"
lege, now at the parting hour of the
last day that we shall ever assemble (Send Forth Thy Spirit)—Schuetky
The New Testament Lesson —
together, do pledge ourselves—each
Priscilla Smith
to all and all to each:
Hymn Number 354—"Come thou
"To cherish as the years go by
Almighty King"
the happy memories of Rollins;
(Continued on page 6)
"To foster throughout our lives
the ties of friendship here begun;
'To advance always the welfare
of our Alma Mater;
"To strive ever to live so as to
serve, and thus honor ourselves, our
College, and our country.
"We call to witness to this pledge,
By ELSIE MOORE
our parents, teachers, college mates
Casting an all too hasty glance at
and friends here assembled in this some of the important members of
Temple, dedicated to Youth, and our faculty, we came across the imconsecrated to God."
posing figure of Winslow S. AnEveryone will then join in sing- derson, the all-important Dean of
ing the "Alma Mater". At its the College. This member of our
close Dr. Denney will deliver the administrative staff was bom in
Benediction.
Portland, Maine, went to Bates College where he majored in science
and worked as the assistant in
chemistry; and, so brilliant was his
record there, he was awarded a Phi
Beta Kappa key at the time that
Darling and Buckwalter are they gave him his B.S. degree. Just
two years later he received his
Chosen; Select Officers
Master's degree from the University of Minnesota. While working
The Theta Alpha Phi honorary for this degree, he held his first pofraternity held elections for its new sition at Rollins ,that of assistant
officers for next year last Saturday professor in chemistry. However,
afternoon in the Green Room at he still was not satisfied with his
the Annie Russell Theatre. The of- tudious tour of the country, so
ficers for 1939-'40 are: President, le went back to Minnesota
Alice Elliot; vice-president, Caro- or a year as professor and then
line Sandlin; secretary, Vicky Mor- went to North Carolina State Colgan; and treasurer, Margery Chin- lege to do some post graduate
dahl.
work and be an assistant professor
Dudley Darling and Jack Buckchemistry.
waiter were voted upon and chosen
When Dean Anderson came to
aa new members for the organizaRollins in 1928, he was Dean of
tion. They will be initiated next
Men and professor of Chemistry.
term.

Members of Senior
Class to Participate
At Baccalaureate

I suppose the entrance day of a new class and the leaving day
of that same class four years later are really the least important
days of college life, just as the dates of birth and death recorded on
a tombstone are really the least important days of a man's life.
But somehow I personally always feel most stirred when I first
behold each new class in the fall for the first time assembled, and
then at commencement when the senior class parts never to meet
again, for no class ever comes back as a whole in after life.
There is no advice that will amount to anything that anyone can
give you as we approach the parting hour. If you haven't learned
anything in these four years, nothing one can say will have any
effect. It is the time rather for rekindling friendship, pledging
affection, and renewing resolutions to do better in the future than
one has done in the past.
In any group of eighty young men and women who are graduating from an American college there will be many surprises in after
life, as there have been surprises during the college course. Most
will succeed—some brilliantly. But there will be, alas, some failures. I hope, however, the Class of 1939 will be the exception that
proves the rule and that each one of you will taste in full measure
the great joys of life. If my wish could come true, you would all be
healthy, wealthy, wise, happily married and lead a life of honor to
yourselves and service to others.
HAMILTON HOLT.

NOTICE!
Copies of the Rollins Chapel
Song with words by Beatrice
Jones Woodward and mu^c by
President Holt, have been printed in a very fine pamphlet and
will be on sale in the chapel and
at the coxservatory.

Wilma Heath to be
Married to Henry
Lauterbach, June 5
Wedding to be in Knowles
Chapel and F<rflowed by
Reception at Enyarts'
The wedding of Wilma C. Heath,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William
C. Heath, of 2722 East Newton,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, to Henry S.
Lauterbach, son of Mrs. Henry Lauterbach, of West Port, Conn., will
solemnized Monday, June fifth,
the Knowles Memorial Chapel at
three o'clock.
Dean Enyart will officiate at the
ceremony and Dr. Holt will give the
Rollins Blessing. Mr. Siewert will
preside at the organ and Miss AroxHagopian will sing "Ave Marie",
ih. Promise Me", and "I Love
You Truly".
Wilma Heath is a graduate of
Milwaukee Downer Seminary and
of Rollins this year. She is a member of the Gamma Phi Beta sorority.
Henry Lauterbach graduated
from Staples High School, West
Port, Conn., and of Rollins in 1937.
s a member of the Theta Kappa
Nu fraternity. He is now the office manager for the "Sta-Rite"
Products company in Delavan.
After the wedding Dean and Miss
Enyart will honor the bride and
groom with a reception at their
home on Lake Shore Drive. This
entertainment will be flor the
friends and family of the bride and
groom.

Dean Anderson, Dean Enyart, John Rae
Show Diversified Interests of Rollins

Theta Alpha Phi
Elects New Members

The following year he was appointed to be Dean of the College and
has held that position ever since.
He is a member of Pi Kappa Delta,
Pi Gamma Mu, Phi Lambda Upsilum, and Gamma Sigma Epsilon fraternities.
If you ever want to "apple-polish" this Dean, don't bring up an
apple, or an orange, nor even an
ice-cream cone; rather, pick up a
good mystery story and hand it to
him. He'll be happy, as long as it's
a good one.
Always linked with Dean Anderson in matters concerning the businesses of the students is Dean
Enyart; the "Daddy", "Uncle" or
"Brother" of every member of the
Rollins Family. This popular head
of Men of the College, was bom in
Dayton, Ohio; received both his
A.B. and his A.M. degrees at Ohio
Wesleyan University. He then
journeyed eastwards to Boston University where he was awarded his
Litt.D. degree. Having accumulated enough of the alphabet to hang
onto the end of his name, he returned to his home state where he
became the assistant pastor of
(Continued on page 2)

New Study Plan
InauguratedFor
Entering Class

NUMBER 31

(Complete Campus Coverage)

Honors' Day Is Held This
Morning at Senior Program;
Awards And Prizes Given
Sports' Departments Give
Trophies; 25 Students Are
On Scholastic List

Flamingo Again
Shows Increased
Magazine Worth

Libra Taps 11 Girls
F o r Membership
Lly, Justice, Camp, Daunis,
Darling, and Buckwalter
Are New O. D. K. Members

Last Issue Has Interesting
Prose and Poetry; Picture
Department is Highlight
The last issue of the Rollins Flamingo features an attractive cover
entitled, "Athletes a la Rollins".
The "Pictorial Department" ia
again a highlight of the magazine.
In addition, this issue boasts of
readable poetry and interesting

Jack Makemson dives into print,
with a splash, in an informative
article in which he says, "You Too
Can Be A High Diver". Warren
Goldsmith continues his series oi
" :^CN^A^ M nRm>kB/
articles for our musical education,
this time with a contribution
Courses Stress Active, Not named, "What Do You Think
(That's the name). Don Bradley
Passive, Attitude In Con- and
Joe Hanna are erudite in their
ference Method
articles, Don concluding hi
From The French" and Joe
ing his own question, "Can We Justify Government Spending?". Wendy Davis satisfies the baseball fans
in "The Yanks Are Coming". WalAn entirely new Lower Division, ter Royall reviews "My Son! My
$2.00 Added to Meet Larger
study plan, to be known as the Son!" by Howard Spring.
Demands of Organizations;
Integrated Courses, will be inauThe "Poetry Department" shoiild
Rifle Club Desires Range
gurated at Rollins in September, satisfy the verse lovers with six
when incoming Freshmen will be contributions named,
(Penguin
able to choose between two com- fashion), "Go Fragile Hour" to the
At a meeting held by the Stuplete courses of study. The new "Valley of Bird Calls". "Query" dent Council to discuss the budget
plan, which arose out of the recom- the "Enchantment", "Poor Fools", to be appropriated for next year, it
mendations of the Educational Sur- of a "Welcome to Spring",
was decided that the budget would
vey Committe appointed by PresiDick Kelly, Jess Gregg, and Art of necessity be increased. Repredent Holt, takes as its premise the
sentatives were sent to the meetfirst principle of the Conference Bifield round out this issue with ing from the Publications Union,
Method, that education should be their stories: Dick in "Another the Drama Department, the DebatFranco Victory", which is a deceivan active rather than a passive proing title; Jess in "There's A Long, ing Society, and the Rifle Club, to
Long Trailer Winding," which is a justify and ask for needed incn
In formulating the r
narrative through correspondence; for their respective budgets. Dick
the Committee decided that the Art in his "Excerpts From a Di- Wesson, in making a plea for the
type of activity most valuable is ary", and a seventeen-year-old's at rifle club, presented the idea of havthat which involves clear and con- that.
ing a rifle range constructed which
cise thinking of broad scope. Such
Editor Bradley should be com- would cost approximately $200. The
thinking should result in, (a) the
mended for giving Rollins a read- demand, which seemed reasonable,
ability to see the relationships of
able magazine with a Collegiate was granted.
all fields of knowledge, and (b) the
feeling! The Flamingo is rapidly
After much discussion and delibproduction in the student of an inacquiring a personality and that eration each claim for an increase
ternal intellectual and emotional
personality should be representative appropriation was felt to be justiintegration and poise. Aiming at
of Rollins, its spirit and its life. Al- fied. As a result the Student Asproducing students capable of such
though this goal has not quite been sociation fee for the following year
thought, the new Integrated Plan
reached, the issues of the current will be increased $2.00 to meet the
is designed carefully to give Lower
year give us good reason for hope. total sum necessary of $2,200.
Division students a well balanced
President of the Student Coununderstanding of the nature of the
Pi
Gamma Mu Has Initiation cil, Dudley Darling remarked that
physical world and also an integrathe hoped the policy of increasing
ed understanding of the nature of
Gamma Mu Society wiahea to the student association fee would
the physical world and also {in intethat at a formal meeting not have to be continued in the fu •
grated understanding of the social
held Tuesday, May 30, an initiation ture. However, he emphatically
and cultural world.
held
for new members. Con- stated that a careful check would
The new plan introduces three
new Lower Division courses, one gratulations are extended to Jim be. kept on all expenditures in orEdwards, Jean Tumer, and Lois der to guard against any misapin science, one in human affairs,
Terry.
propriations.
and one in humanities.
These
courses are based on the idea that
the student should be able to correlate facts over a wide field of
knowledge. Students choosing the
science course would take a full
year's work in the field of astronomy, geology, physics, chemistry
By Barbara Northen
mokan staff. Senior Class Commitand biology.
"I've just one complaint to make tee and has played varsity baseball,
Students interested in the hum- upon graduating from Rollins — it basketball, and golf.
an affairs and humanities courses should be founded upon a five
"Oh, I'm all embarrassed," cooed
would be able to choose either one year basis," admitted smiling Fran- Gussie Yust when we questioned
of these two after the completion nie Daniel, one of the "bestest-of- her about Rollins. "I guess I'd like
of an introductory course of one the-best" of the class of '39.
most to come back to Rollins for
term. Each of these courses will
Frannie Daniel has participated another year and take all the sub(Continued on page 6)
in numerous activities since she jects I couldn't get in my schedule".
transferred to Rollins. She is a
Augusta, too, is a member of the
member of the Order of the Libra, Order of the Libra, Phi Beta, Theta
Pi Gamma Mu, International Rela- Alpha Phi, the Key Society, Stutions Club, Interracial Club, Chapel dent-Faculty Discipline Committee,
Staff, Student Union Executive Rollins Student Players, Social SerTea WiU B e Served at Dr. Committee, Chairman of the Social vice Committee, French Club, and
Service Committee, and treasurer has won several blue ribbons for
Holt's Home on Sunday
of her sorority, Pi Beta Phi.
varsity riding.
The Rollins Mothers' Club will be
Ann Roper, of the Costello-Roper
George Fuller, the backbone of
hostesses at a tea given in honor firm, is also a member of the Order the Rollins Variety Hour, has had
of the visiting parents next Sun- of the Libra. She has served as one of the most varied and crowded
day afternoon at Dr. Holt's home. treasurer and as president of Gam- careers of any student at Rollins.
The Rollins Mothers' Club con- ma Phi's, is a member of the Key "The thing I'll miss most is the
sists of the Mothers of all present Society, the Student Council, Pan wonderful
friendly
atmosphere
and former students; however, only Hellenic Council, the Student-Facul- which you don't get often — the
those in this vicinity are active. ty Discipline Committee, Phi so- wonderful association with profesMrs. Pick has been elected presi- ciety, Sandspur Staff, and the Stu- sors, ya' know, that personal condent of this organization and she dent Union Executive Committee. tact".
along with Dean Balazs and Dr.
Anne Whyte, of the rollicking
George is a member of O.D.K.,
Thetas, has been most prominent in Pi Gamma Mu, Theta Alpha Phi,
Holt wil! be in the receiving line.
This tea is designed to afford campus activities. Anne is a mem- Rollins Student Players, Annie Rusan opportunity for visiting parents her of the Libra, the Student Coun- i sell Dramatic Company, Interfrato meet and know each other and cil, Pan-Hellenic Council, the As- ternity Council, Chapel staff, Stuthe officials of the college.
bly Committee, "R" Club, To-|
(Continued on page 6)

Freshmen to Choose
New, Old Curriculum

Support
Rollins Sandspur

Council Votes To
Increase Student
Association Fee

The annual Class Day and Hon•s' Day were held this morning at
n o'clock "on the shores of Lake
^ irginia". Irving Felder and Peg• f Mary Whiteley were the Mar'lals of Class Day and George Fulr was Master of Ceremonies for
•lis program which is one of the
ost entertaining and interesting
• the year.
Mortimer H. Lichtenstein read
the Last Will and Testament of the
graduating class which trod on the
toes of a few, but was accepted as
very amusing by the audience.
President Holt gave his traditional
talk to the Seniors which was completely suited to the gay mood of
the occasion.
The awarding of honors and
prizes was the most anticipated
event of the morning. The athletic
trophies for women were awarded
by Miss Weber and President Holt.
The girls and the awards they received are as follows: Phi Mu
trophy, Jarry Smith; New Chairman of the R Club, Marcia Stoddard; Blazer and 'R" Club, Gloria
Young; Emblems, Marcia Stoddard
and Lora Ladd; "R"'S, Gloria
Young, Betty Mackemer, Peggy
Whiteley, Barbara Babb, Arlene
Brennan; Anderson Intramural
Trophy, Kappa Alpha Theta Sorority; Gamma Phi Beta Volleyball
Cup, Kappa Alpha Theta Sorority;
Horse Trophy, Kappa Alpha Theta
Sorority; Riding Certificates for
the Equitation Course, Olive Callaway, M. A. Martin, Arlene Kaye,
Lillian Ryan; Sportsmanship Trophy, Gloria Young; Moo-Moo Club,
highest weight gained during the
year, Betty English—14 pounds,
Gracia Tuttle—15^ pounds, Isabel
Flagg—13 pounds, Janet Harrington—19 pounds, Sylvia Haimowitz
—13 pounds. This made a total
poundage gained of 325 pounds.
The average gain was 6 pounds.
The following n a i ^ s were read as
being on the honorary varsities for
1938-39: Volleyball Team, Dorothy Hugli, Gloria Young, Florence
Swift,
Tubby Smith, Priscilla
Smith, Jarry Smith, Marcia Stoddard, Lora Ladd, Betty Winton
(Sub.); Riding Team, Augusta
Yust, Barbara Babb, Gloria Yoimg,
Marcia Stoddard, Joan KelloggSmith, Betty Tuttle, Lillian Ryan,
M. A, Martin, Carolyn Lewis, Pollyanna Young, Olive Callaway;
Golf Team, Betty Mackemer, Anne
Whyte, Ann Mitchell. Jean Brantman; Tennis Team, Marilyn Smith,
Gloria Young, Peggy Whiteley, Toy
Skinner; Swimming Team, Rachel
Harris, Katherine Porcher, Priscilla
Smith, Betty Stevens, Jarry Smith,
Ann Roper, Arlene Brennan; Tap
Dancing Team, Lynne I^eonard,
Katharine Powell; Archery Team,
Jane Miller, Janet Jones, Sherry
Gregg, Harriet Young, Jane Coates,
Mary Trendle, Hortense Denison;
Fencing Team, Lois Johnson, Toy
Skinner, Martha Frost, Gloria
Young, Ann Kruse; Folk Dancing
Team, Irma Achenback, Sylvia
Haimowitz, Erika Heyder, Daphne
Takach, Peggy Whiteley; Modem
Dance Team; Martha Frost, Katherine Porcher, Tony Jenkins, Virginia Biddle, Betty Tomlinson, Betty Scott, Margaret Cass, Irene
Hoenig, Kim Tilghman, Eleanor
McAuliffe.
President Holt and Dr. Adams
awarded the athletic trophies to
A list of these awards is
given on the sports page of the

Senior Girls And Men Admit They Are Sorry
To Leave as Graduation Becomes Actuality

Mothers^ Club Will
Entertain Parents

The Omicron Delta Kappa Trophy for the outstanding athlete
in the Senior Class was awarded to
Richard L. Gillespie. Gillespie has
been outstanding in baseball and
football.
Choir Keys were awarded to the
following people by Dr. Holt and
Matt Ely, president of the Choir for
(Continued on page 2)

THE

3rwo

Honors' Day Awards
Announced this A. M.

Medallion

New Publication
Of Arts Surpasses (Continued from page 1)
Dudley Darling, Donald
Cram, Claire Fontaine, Francis
Previous Edition 1938-39;
Montgomery, Jack Buckwalter, LuIncludes Reproductions of
Prize-Winning Worlis In
Allied Arts Exhibit

Folk Dancers Have
Surprise Party In
Recreation Hall

Town and Country
Shop
is having their

ANNUAL aEARANCE SALE
Unusual Values — Everything on Sale
NEW COTTONS AT SPECIAL PRICES
Don't Fail to See Them
Angebilt BIdg.

ORLANDO

ROLLINS
To
Senior Man And

FRIDAY, JUNEj^i939

SANDSPUR
Woman

Faculty Recommends Senior Girls Meet at Dr. HoWs And
Eighty for Degrees
Discuss And Dispute Conference Plan
Seventy-three Are Candidates President Holt continued hi: at Rollins admitted that it might
forB. A.; Five, for B. S.
grand custom of inviting the sen just seem less because there is more

Verne Phillips, Virginia Quantrell,
Sue Terry, Emily Graves, Jack Phillips, Wallace MacBriar, Robert Belden, Arthur Bifield, Robin Rae, and
Eleanor Rand. Mrs. Wilcox and
Miss Adolphs received keys for
their service in connection with the
choir.
The list of the people who will receive keys for work on the Sandspur, Flamingo, and Tomokan was
read. The keys will be given to
these people at a future date.
Walter Dandliker received the
Zeta Alpha Epsilon Book Prize
"because of the exceptionally high
quality of his work in science",
Robert Lado announced that Caroline Sandlin, James Edwards,
Matthew Ely, and Robert Stonerock
had been elected to Pi Kappa Delta, national forensic fraternity.
The awards were given to the
fraternity and sorority that won
the annual campus sing. The Libra
Plaque again was given to Gamma
Phi Beta and the Faculty Cup
given to Theta Kappa Nu for the
first time.
The Phi Beta tapping ceremony
was in charge of Alice Elliott,
Marelle Haley, Virginia Kingsbury,
and Anne Searle were tapped.
An announcement was made oJ
the first prize in Extempore speaking at the South Atlantic Province
convention. Margery Chindahl
ceived first prize. Caroline Sandlin won first prize in Oratory,
John Rae announced the elections
of the following people to the Key
Society: Marguerite Beyer, Dorothy Ciccarelli, Alice Elliott, Charlotte Gregg, Ely Haimowitz, Frank
Hubbard, Elizabeth Kennedy, Jack
Makemson, Mary Marchman, Victoria Morgan, Margaret Rogers and
orence Swift.
The election of Jack Buckwalter
id Dudley Darling to Theta Alpha
Phi, National Dramatic Fraternity,
announced by Mort Lichten-

Combining the second and third
issues of "The Arts" into one volume, Editor Pat Patterson has produced a magazine oi surpnsmg
quality. Although the first issue
was good, it pales into insignificance beside the final one.
Containing 64 finely printed
pages of heayy bond paper the
"Arts" has a large pictorial section which includes reproductions
of prize winning works m the Allied Arts Exhibit, and a series on
the art of casting sculptures.
^
In the story field Dick Kelly i
"Especially in Georgia" is worth;
of individual mention. It is <
cleverly written little tale, of the
monologue variety, which holds
one's interest to the end.
The poetry department li very
large, containing verse by well
known student contributors c well
as examples of the work of persons hitherto unknown. In a<:™™ance with the original policy of the
publication poems by several of
the faculty members, and local citizens have been included, keeping
the "Arts" a means of self expression for the "college and community."
,
...
The keynote which makes this
magazine stand out from other
campus publications is the constant
search for new and varied talent
among the student body. The editorial staff is not content to obtam
the services of a few of the recognized Eollinsites who are known as
writers and artists, but rather seeks
to unearth new ability and aid the
student in developing it. This issue of "The Arts" introduces John
Makemson, Jimmy Newton, and
Merlin Mitchell with several of
their poems, while Bob Carter
makes his appearance through a
Professor Granberry presented
short biography of a familiar cola prize of $10.00 to Robin Rae for
lege personality.
the best one-act play written for
The main fault of the magazine is
The play is entitled "Chain
the typographical and mechanical Locker". The prize was establisherrors, which, though not many, are ed by Dorothy Lockhart.
too frequent for a publication of
The most eagerly awaited cerethis caliber and indicate inefficien_
mony was the tapping of the Order
cy somewhere in the copy and proof
of the Libra and Omicron Delta
reading departments. These
Kappa. Priscilla Smith was in
however, go unnoticed beside the
charge of the ceremony for Libra.
general excellence of the magazine,
Caroline Sandlin, Marolyn Macke•which is of such quality as to be
mer, Ann Earle, Jarry Smith, Lois
well worth keeping as a permanent
Johnson, Jean Tumer, Wilma
record of the cultural side of life
Heath, Marcia Stoddard, Barbara
at Kollins.
Babb, Marguerite Beyer and Alice
Elliott were tapped.
George Fuller was in charge of
the tapping ceremony for O. D. K.
The following men were tapped:
Matthew Ely, Joe Justice, Richard
Camp, Frank Daunis, Dudley DarMrs. Helen Rae gave a surprise ling, and Jack Buckwalter.
party for her class in folk dancing
The Chi Omega Social Science
at the last meeting of the class in Award of $15.00 to the senior girl
Recreation Hall last Friday after- with the highest scholarship recnoon. After dancing everyone en- ord in fields of history, sociology,
joyed refreshments of ice cream and psychology, or political science was
cake artistically served with a Rol- given to Margaret Rogers,
lins color scheme of blue and yelDean Anderson read the Acadec
low.
ic Honors List for the Wintei
The class has been held all year Term. The following students were
as a regular part of the Physical on the Honor Roll: Robert MilEducation department. A group of ton Belden, Mary Elizabeth Carey,
the students who have been taking Margery Elsie Chindahl, Dorothy
the course make up the folk dance Anne Ciccarelli, Walter Beach
team that performed recently at the Dandliker, Adelaide Gayner Davis,
program for the benefit of refugee Alice Ellen Elliott, Edith Norine
students.
Farr, Harold Boyd France, CharAmong those who attended the lotte Gregg, Edna Pearl Harmon,
party were Peggy Whiteley, Lillian Ruth Evelyn Hill, Dorothy Lucile
Conn, Erika Heyder, Peggy Mc- Hugli, Arlene Kaye, Robert Lado,
Clean, Harriet Brown, Irma Achen- Nancy Locke, Marolyn Mackemer,
bach, Sylvia Haimowitz, Daphne Mary Estelle Marchman, Victoria
Takach, Ellen Gross, Jean Turner, Morgan, John Rae, Jr., Margaret
Sally and Marcelle Hammond, Ely Scott Rogers, Ann Roper, Daphi
Haimowitz, Jack Buckwalter, Don Aspinwall Takach, Minter Jackson
Cram, Red Rae, Art Bitified, Westfall, Jr., and Augusta Yust.
The initiation into the secret mys'
George Fuller and Mr. Rae.

Which Is Given
Outstanding

At the last faculty meeting of the
school year it was decided that the
following should be recommended
for their respective degrees, provided they complete the work for
this term. These students will receive a B. A. Degree: June Armstrong, Frances Arnold, Ward Atwood, Harriet Begole, Richard Belden, Marguerite Beyer, Virginia
Biddle, Fay Bigelow, William Bingham, Donald Bradley, Harold
Brady, Albert Brandon, Arlene
Brennan, Mary Carey, Grace Cass,
Dante Cetrulo, John Clark, Thomas
Costello, Frances Daniel, Oliver
Daugherty, Frank Daunis, Rosalie
Dean, Hortense Denison, John Dennis, Mary English, Jean Fairbanks,
Orville Fennell, George Fuller, Jr.,
Richard Gillespie, Warren Goldsmith, Elizabeth Hannahs, Edna
Harmon, Beatrice Harris, Robert
Hayes, Jr., Wilma Heath, Ruth
Hill, Ethyl Horine, Warren Hume,
Richai'd Jones, Jack Justice, Robert Lado, J. Phil Lesh, Frederic
Lieberman, Mortimer Lichtenstein,
Ellen McElroy, Marion Mclnnis,
Marolyn Mackemer, John Makemson, Joseph Matthews, Jr., Jane
Miller, Elsie Moore, Susanne Pick,
Theodore Reed, Jr., Margaret Rogers, Ann Roper, Walter Royall, Myron Savage, William Scheu, Evelyn
Smith, Marilyn Smith, Priscilla
Smith, Leon Stackler, Henry Stryker, Florence Swift, Carl Thompso
Richard Turk, Gladgs Vogdes, W;
liam Webb, Jr., Paul Welch,* Jr.,
Anne Whyte, Joseph Wilson, Augusta Yust, Claire Zumkeller.
The following students will receive a B.S. Degree: Richard Camp,
Elizabeth Davis, Ann Earle, William McCreary, Harriet Young.
Lilah Nelson and Virginia Quantrell will receive the Bachelor of
Music Degree.

Chi Omegas Entertain

Actives and pledges of Chi Omega sorority entertained members of
the faculty and senior girls at tea
Sunday, May fourteenth, in the
Chapel Gardens.
The following
Sunday, they entertained patronesses and Chi Omega alumnae at
tea at the Chi Omega House. Hostesses included the Misses Margery
Chindahl, Betty Hall, Sherry Gregg,
Alice Elliott, Peggy Cass, Betty
Watson, Lynn Naught, Ann Kruse,
Marian Russ, Martha Kithcart,
Jackie Campbell, Virginia Stout,
Barbara Drew, and Betty Ann Hubbard.

Esperanto Club Is
Entertained at Last
Meeting For Year

The Esperanto Club had its final
meeting of this season at Dr.
Clarke's house last Thursday evening.
A one act play in Esperanto was
given by the members. The group
also sang songs in Esperanto.
Dr. Clarke, who is faculty advisor
for the club served some homemade "Esperanto ice cream" which
was a decided success.
The program committee for next
year was appointed. Those on the
committee are: Marguerite Lucas,
Betty Knowlton, Isabel Flagg, Betteries of the Cat and the Fox were ty Hall, and Manny Ehrlich.
held in front of the statues of the
deities.
Secretary of Commerce Harry L.
William E. Scheu gave the fare- Hopkins has been appointed a memwell message of the Senior Class.
ber of the board of trustees of
The Palm Planting- ceremony Grinnell College, his alma mater.
closed the exercise. Each year t
palm is donated by George C. Cartwright, Sr., to be planted by the
graduating class. Dean Anderson
spoke briefly on the significance of
the ceremony. The Planting Ceremony was then conducted by the
Class of 1939. Jack Makemson presented the spade to the Class of
1940. Matthew G. Ely, Jr., accepted the spade for the present Junior

Gamma Phi Seniors Have Tea
A senior tea was given hy the
Gamma Phi Beta seniors on Friday
afternoon for all senior girls — and
Dick Camp. Iced tea, sandwiches,
and cookies were served. Among
the guests were: Hai Begole, Gussie Yust, Sue Pick, Frannie Daniel,
"R" Brennan, Annie Whyte, Pris
Smith, Rosie Deane, Fay Bigelow,
Marolyn Mackemer, Ellen McElroy,
Hortense Dennison, Anne Earle,
. Dick and Dick Camp.

ior girls to his home for a last eve
ning together last week. We al
ways look forward to this evening
as an opportunity for a frank discussion with our president about
anything we like or dislike in i
policies and activities of Rolli
Often the suggestions brought forth
in these discussions have been
helpful that the administration has
put them into actual practice,
course, many things suggested are
not feasible, for reasons which we
students cannot see, and this is our
chance to have them explained to
us. More than this, the very informality of the discussion brings
us closer to our president and helps
us to understand Rollins better than
ever before—a last grand get-together before we all must separate.
President Holt is thinking of having such an evening with each class
during the year, instead of waiting
until they are seniors. We think
it would be a wonderful idea, if he
can find time for it.
Since we are at liberty to bring
up any topic which we choose, many
of the things discussed last Thursday night were confidential and
intended to be repeated outside. A plea was made that a vigis effort be employed to destroy
the "country club" idea of Rollins,
that more boys be included in the
enrollment, and that the publicity
put special emphasis on the fine,
nationally-known professors we
have among our faculty, as well as
the opportunities open to every student both in scholastic and extracurricular activity. We asked that;
the conference plan be explained
more thoroughly to students and
faculty alike, and then followed
more carefully than heretofore. Of
particular interest was the result
of the question which President
Holt asked: "How many of the fifteen transfers here tonight find
that they have studied harder a t
Rollins than the school from which
they transferred?" Seven studied
harder here, five less, and the other three just the same; but all said
that they had gotten the most out
of Rollins. Those who studied less
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variety in our studies here than at
the larger colleges. This question
has been asked by President Holt
to every senior group in the last
three years, and the percentages
have been practically the same
each time.
We found that Rollins' comparatively small endowment cannot afford to extend many scholarships to
bring in the higher types of students, but President Holt hopes to
be able some day to offer prizes of
about $500 to boys who can afford to pay the rest themselves.
In explaining the conference
plan. President Holt said that the
idea was an ei^ht-hour day, with
two of them for activities, and the
rest of the time as leisure to be
used as the student feels will benefit him most. Of course, this does
not mean that he should not study,
but it means that he should be given
the chance to learn to choose those
activities which will be of the most
benefit to him. Otherwise, he will
never be able to manage his leisure
time.
AU in all, it was a lively and interesting evening of discussion, followed by welcome refreshments,
and only the lateness of the hour
prompted us to say our good-byes.
Thank you, President Holt, and
please don't ever abandon the custom!

—Rollins Alumnus—
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Noted Historian
Speaks For Florida
Historical Society
Dr. Swanton Is Member of
Smithsonian
Institution;
Describes Florida Indians
Dr. John R. Swanton of the
Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D. C , was the guest of the
Florida Historical Society at the
University Club, Saturday, May 27.
Dr. Swanton is the chairman of the
De Soto Quadricentennial Commission which has made a study of
De Soto's expedition through Florida in 1539, before discovering the
Mississippi river.
Presiding at the luncheon was A.
J. Hanna, president of Florida Historical Society. Joshua C. Chase
spoke briefly about the purposes of
the society before introducing Dr.
Swanton. In his luncheon address
the doctor described the living conditions of the Indians in Florida at
the time of the discovery of America. His talk was followed by a general discussion.
The meeting adjourned to President Holt's house at three-thirty
where a large group gathered to
hear Dr. Swanton speak of the De
Soto expedition through Florida
and the work of the commission. He
is best known for his study in connection with the aborigines of the
Southeastern United States, particularly in regard to the origin of
the Creek and Seminole Indians.
Members of the society committee in charge of the arrangements
were John W. Alvord, General Avery D. Andrews, H. C. Caldwell,
Maxwell A. Kilvert, Mrs. T. Ralph
Robinson, Mrs. Albert Shaw, and
Dr. Rhea Marsh Smith.

Ely Haimowitz
Presents Recital
For Refugee Fund
Brilliant Pianist Heard In
Splendid Program Before
Enthusiastic Audience
Ely Haimowitz, brilliant young
pianist, who packed the Annie Russel] Theatre recently during his
recital, appeared at the Orlando
Junior High School Auditorium
Wednesday evening, in a recital
sponsored by the Rollins Refugee
Scholarship Fund Committee.
Those who were fortunate enough
to have heard Mr. Haimowitz ir
recital here were unanimous in t
approval of his artistry, and
other large audience assembled to
hear Wednesday evening's concert.
The Refugee fund is almost complete, and it is hoped that the money derived from Wednesday's concert will put the fund over the top.
The program was as follows:
Waldstein Sonata, Opus 53—Beethoven.
Thre Preludes—Chopin
G Major
A Major
D Minor
Nocturne, Opus 15, No. 1—Chop'
Ballade in A flat^-Chopin.
Chorale; Jesu, Joy of Man's De^
siring—Bach-Bauer.
Bouree for left hand alone—
Saint Saens.
Hungarian Rhapsodic No. 6—
Liszt.
The number of widows in college
towns is 10 per cent above the
number in the average U. S. city.
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Aroxie Hagopian is Cast, Director, Bear Torch To Success;
Hostess to Students
, Guests Sing in Every Tone and
I Language After Supper

Poem of John Rae to

Beyer, Cetrulo, Star in Spanking SatireBe In Poetry Digest

Annual Anthology Will InBy Jess Gregg
her Mrs. Pampinelli is the pillar of
clude "Kittery Kottle"
Satire is a dangerous subject for the play. Miss Beyer's character

Mi&s Aroxie Hagopian was host- amateur actors and college audi- roles will be missed next year.
•'Kittery Kottle", a poem by John
s. Rollins showed it could give
As the giggling, much widowed
t'ftS to her music students at a bufRae, artist, author, illustrator and
j fet supper last Tuesday evening. it out, and better yet, take it, for Nelly Fell, Margo Colvin romps professor of art at Rollins College,
, On her dining room table was such "The Torch-Bearers" by George with infectious merriment. If her is to be included in the Poetry Di' UM array of food that all her guests Kelly, was an instant success when voice patterns are often like those gest Annual Anthology of Verse,
presented last night.
of the other ladies in the cast, she
ilt'C'idod by unanimous vote that her
1939 Edition.
When Mr. Kelly wrote the play is forgiven. The audience instinc' ability as a hostess was as good
This poem already appears in an
tively likes her.
years
ago,
it
was
more
topical,
as hor ability as a singing teacher
Anthology published in England by
e pertinent than now when
because she is certainly familiar
Al Brandon, making his second the Mitre Press.
I with her pupils needs' in food as the Little Theater is classed along appearance, was the bewildering
Author of numerous books of
with Knock Knock, miniature golf, Mr. Hossefrosse and whether the
juvenile verse and prose, and illusAfter the supper the guests were chain letters and Mah Jong. Ob- bad characteristics of a small town trator of many books by wellassL'inbled around the piano and viously, the play as written needed Hamlet were assumed for the role known authors, Mr. Rae is listed in
each was expected to sing (except a stiff shot of insulin. Howard or just natural, this reviewer can Who's Who in America and in Prinfor those of us who were disabled Bailey supplied the need with his not say. But the role seemed per- cipal Poets of America. His work
because of sore throats or colds) swiftly paced direction. Always fectly understood.
is also represented in a permanent
Theio was singing in every tone detailed and spontaneous, his direcJeff Lieberman, as the earnest collection in the Congressional Libtion polished the satire, shadowed
.ind every language. A new lanthe defects and gave it a kick in Mr. Twiller, gave full vent to his
i; uage was introduced by Peggy
sense of satire.
Outstandingly
the pants.
Mary Whitpley who sang a mosi
amusing was his bit with Miss
University of Vermont co-eds
^OffEfiTO L/t£>e>
iginal version of "The Three FishEssentially, "The Torch-Bearers" Beyer on the subject of graceful have formed a new club to promote
gesture.
s". But the evening reached its is not a good play. Though merciimprovement of their personalities.
limax with Miss Hagopian sing' lessly funny, the plot stretches thin.
Appearing briefly was Marolyn
ing "O lovely Evening", "Chloe", Particularly true was this in the Smith, swathed in black, drenched
Roanoke College has been the
'Begin the Begeuine", "Mother's first act which was overly trans- with tears. Like the others Miss educational starting place of more
parent. One presumes it was writ- Smith carried a wavy handker- than 20 college presidents.
Grave", and "Memories".
Present were Walter Royall, Bar- ten to introduce the characters and chief, however her performance
bara Northen, Vicky Morgan, Anne satisfy the people until the com- was still quite individual.
But handsome one, very playable inSearle, Erika Heyder, Peggy White- plete audience was well seated.
honestly — there were more hand- deed. The other, a back stage set,
All wrongs were righted in the kerchiefs waved than at a farewell was amazingly simple, very amusley, Wilma Heath, Lois Weidner,
ing. They may be credited to Don
Jeff Ferris, Helen Darling, Arline second act. For screaming farce 1 party at the Normandie.
and candid characterization it can
Allen whose clever sets have enWill Enter Spanish School of Kaye, Jack Carter, Mr. Denny.
They say Warren Goldsmith
not be topped. Their hurry and
the cast. Your reviewer tries hanced the stage all year.
Middlebury College to Work
flurry, their sublime confidence in not to remember. After one look
For the cast, the designer, and
for Master's Degree
the audience their uproarious blun- at the cigar store Indian posturing especially the director, this redering was drawn to a razor's edge, and strangled diction, this critic viewer has nothing but thanks for
and your reviewer found it all very simply closed his eyes and reme
an amusing evening. Certainly
Robert Lado, Rollins College
Chapel Choir Sings Music of hard on his vest buttons.
they are the ones who have borne
bered God was Love.
ior student from Tampa, has been
the torch for Rollins this year. May
Haydn and Kalinnikof
Virginia Kingsbury, who has apAlice Elliott was at her best
awarded a scholarship to the sumpeared briefly in well-dressed parts portraying the young lady with the next bearers be as successful.
mer session of Middlebury College
The
Rollins
College
Chapel
conacting
aspirations.
In
the
overthroughout
the
year,
has
her
chance
Middlebury, Vermont.
Lado, who was born in Tampa gregation heard an address by Dr, at last with a toothsome role. As emphasis she gave the part where
and educated in Spain, will enter Henry M. Edmonds, pastor of one the flightly, morsel-brained Paula the lady tried to act, her voice bethe Spanish School at Middlebury of the leading churches of Birming- Ritter, she plays with abandon. came colorful, her movements,
where he will study for the master'; ham, Alabama, last Sunday. His Slightly reminiscent of Miss Bo- graceful, and she had that stage
text, "Doing Something About It" land, Miss Burke, and Miss Brady, presence. I'd suggest Miss Elliott
degree.
rich in quotations from the there is also a firm characteriza- over-act a little more frequently.
President of the Spanish Club at
Bible, accompanied by vivid inter- tion that is Virginia Kingsbury's.
Frank Daunis was on for a noisy
Rollins College, Lado also serve
bit, and as always his taciturn
assistant secretary and treasurer pretive examples of the ideas in Orchids are her due.
of the Spanish Institute of Florida, volved. Dr. Edmonds stressed th(
Making his debut is Dante Cet- handling of violent lines was greetHe has served on the Refugee Com- fact that men who have taken ar rulo in the role of the tired Mr. ed by an appreciative audience.
mittee, which has been working to active part in the adventure of busi Ritter. Though the role is a minor Also on for a moment was Jack
, of life, and marriage, raei one, it plays an important part, Clarke, very amusing in a rather
bring a foreign student to Rollins
who have done something about it, and Mr. Cetrulo does right by it. annoying role.
next year.
sre men of simple religious faith. Especially fine is his third act
The drawing room set was a
The student contributions to the where he makes a perfect complirvice were William Scheu's ment for the portrayals of Misses
reading the Call to Worship, Caro- Kingsbury, Colvin and Beyer.
line Sandlin's, the Litany. The Old
Marguerite Beyer, endowed with
Testament was read by Walter RoyDr. Denney to Give Address; all and the New Testament Lesson a D. A. R. voice, has the play's fattest role. And Miss Beyer's reby Elsie Moore.
Service is at 8 O'CIock
lentless exploration of the characAgain the Rollins College StU' ter makes it positively gargantuan.
dent Choir of sixty voices under the Absurd, hopeful. Idealistic, sinOn Baccalaureate Sunday m
and
ing at 8:00 o'clock there will be a direction of Christopher O. Honaas cere, intense and always human.
communion service at which all demonstrated its understanding of
classical
choral
music
in
singing
seniors are urged to be present. It
"The Heavens Are Telling" from
SEE
seems altogether fitting that th
wonderful act of devotion should Haydn's "Creation". Between the
lessons Director Honaas complete
come on one of their last days
the campus and that those who ly caught the Russian mood in his
Carnegie Hall at 4:30
come may sit together in the chapel artistic interpretation of "Ag:
and receive the sacrament together, Dei" by Kalinnikof.
All members of the student body,
staff and faculty are cordially welcome. The communion is open to
Phone Orlando 6865
all regardless of church affiliation,
Have you found a stray fountain
and those who feel that for one reason or another they can not partake pen? Turn it in to Miss Wilsc
of the communion may feel free to the office. A brown and green pen,
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
come and silently commune. Pro- a black and silver one, and a black
fessor Denney will bring a brief and mother-of-pearl Schaeffer
still missing. A reward will go
meditation as his word to the
F R O N T ' P A G E DYNAMITE!
with the returning of the black and
lors at this time.
silver pen. A pair of rimless gla;
...Exploded from t h e . . .
To
each
Rollins
graduate,
ses
and
a
brown
gabardine
coat
ai
Massachusetts' governor has
congratulations on the sucdorsed a move to close four of that among the other items reported
cessful passing of this milelost.
state's nine teacher colleges.
stone on life's highway!
You have our best wishes for
your continued success in
the new life on which you
now set forth. It has been
a pleasure to serve you during your years at RoHins
Inc.
and we hope you'll call on us
when you "pass this way
again."

Robert Lado Wins
Scholarship Award
ForSummerStudy

Dr. Edmonds Speaks
At Final Meditation

THIS WEEK
at your

BABY GRAND
Beginning May 31st
Last Times Today, May 31st

BIG DOUBLE FEATURE
PROGRAM
Ray Milland in
"HOTEL IMPERIAL"

Thursday and Friday, June 1-2
A Reporter who couldn't be
licked — nailing a crime that
couldn't be forgotten!
"TELL NO TALES"
with
Melvyn Douglas — Louise Piatt
EXTRA! Spying activities
Exposed in
WHILE AMERICA SLEEPS
Saturday - Sunday and Monday,
June 3-4-5
Meet Wild Bill and his Lucky
Lady! They're in Love, You're
in Luck and it's a happy-golucky hit!
ROBERT TAYLOR
and
MYRNA LOY
"LUCKY NIGHT'

Thetas Give Surprise Party
The Kappa Alpha Thetas gave a
hayride in honor of their seniors
last Monday night. Those who will
graduate this year are; Annie
Whyte, Rosalie Dean, Arlene Brennan, Fay Bigelow, Pris Smith, and
Harriet Begole.
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A new and permanent national
association of intercollegiate basketball has been formed in Kansas
City.
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THANK YOU, ROLLINS GffiLS!
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to seeing you next fall. We
appreciate having you.
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EDITORIAL

Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and ^pointed, wellr^'unded yet many sided, assiduously tenacious, yet
gs gritty and energetic as its name imfUes, victorious in single combal and therejore without a
feer, wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulatian: all these will be found ufon investigation
to be among the extraordinary qualities of the
SANDSPUR.

A New System of Orientation
At a recent meeting of the Student Council a Rat Committee was elected to be in
charge of Freshman Orientation. Dick Kelly, a Freshman, was named as chairman.
Everybody admits that our present system of ratting is in many ways bad. A number of the pranks that the upperclassmen inflict on supposedly recalcitrant Freshmen are
out of place in a progressive college. It's time
that certain practices be abolished, and this
committee plans to do it. There may be a
small minority in school who will think they
are being cheated out of some fun, but they
will soon realize that this abolition has been
all for the best.
In the past, ratting has had to contend
with the fraternity and sorority rushing. Upperclassmen would often take away a button
from a Freshman for some minor offense and
then give it back while posing as a prince of
good-fellows. This was supposed to impress
the Freshman with the power of certain fraternities and the camaraderie that existed in
them. Naturally this worked with some of
the more gullible ones and it certainly didn't
help in enforcing ratting rules.
The new committee will need the cooperation of the entire student body to see that
such situations do not occur. There is not
going to be a spying system developed, but
guilty upperclassmen are going to be given a
quiet reminder to see that it does not happen
again.
There are always, some few individuals
who, even when the Freshmen are getting
along peacefully, feel that a little stringent
punishment is necessary. This results in our
yearly scenes of about twelve men dragging
two or three girls down to the lake and throwing them in. We agree that this is very funny and gives a great deal of satisfaction to a
few hardy souls, but it accomplishes nothing
in the end.
There will be one or perhaps two good rat
courts. We feel that a little originality in the
presentation wouldn't be out of place. For
years the same punishments have been in-

flicted upon the Freshmen. They have been
asked to scramble like eggs until evsn the
upperclassmen cease to think it's funny. That
shows that some of these out-dated rewards
for badness should be relegated to Cain's
Warehouse. A bigger play upon the solemnity of the occasion would not be unwarranted. If it is necessary to have rat courts
at all, they should be original and enjoyable
not only for the upperclasses, but also for
the Freshmen. It should not be necessary
to resort to the trick of throwing men and
girls into the lake.
The committee has decided upon compulsory chapel attendance during these first
four weeks while ratting is under way. We
feel this is a good idea, but we think that the
Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors should attend also. If they set a good example for
the Freshmen, they will understand that it
is the thing to do and will continue to come
after ratting has been put aside.
We know that the reforms that the new
committee will put through will be acceptable to the student body. There has been
too much dissatisfaction expressed in the
past to continue without change. Everyone
will have to cooperate to insure their success.
Ratting is not just the concern of the Rat
Committee, but of the entire student body.
Too often the burden has fallen on the shoulders of the chairman and a few reliable workers. It is imperative that the first glimpse
of Rollins for the Freshmen should be favorable.
The Rat Committee wil! not function as a
group to inflict punishment on new students.
Their main objective will be to help the Freshman to adjust himself to a new life. The Reception Committee is equally important
They show the Freshmen Rollins College for
the first time. If they make a good impression, a great deal is accomplished.. If they
make a bad impression, it may influence the
student's entire outlook on the college and the
people who go there.
The success x)f this Orientation Program
depends upon the students. We feel that during these first four weeks of school the
Freshmen wil come to realize the spirit that
animates Rollins.
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FOOTNOTES

-ROVING REPORTERS-

Penguin Peggy
At the Independent meeting on failed him, and at just the wrong
Priscilla Smith, the beach club type Monday night, your Roving Re- moment.
Shapeless shadows hand in hand
Saturday night is last dance
Is
playing
bridge
and
catching
porter
was put on the proverbial
Round the Chapel arches stray,
ght. Bet it will be exciting. Howsnipe;
spot, and we don't mean maybe. It
, melancholy band—
And Leon Stackler walks alone
seems that the Independents didn't rer, it will be too late to cover it,
Ghosts of graduation day.
Searching, seeking, on they stray. Except when walking with McQueen like those cracks about their flop- I here is a preview of the happenHenri Stryker we can see
eroos. In fact, they plan to do ings.
Ghosts of graduation day.
Ashley Purse will dance too too
Has let his hair conservatry;
something about them, they are goFlo Swift still keeps profs on the ing to strive for greater success
vinely.
Round and round the tables goes
next year. They have big plans for
Barbara Drew will go to the
Skippy of the winkle toes;
a party at the beach and a dance at dance via Berger's.
's outdone,
Improving
Polly Atwood is in pain,
Arthur Bifield will get there five
And here w find old Cabbage- Dubsdread. This year, they adoptRosy's gotten mad again;
ed a new constitution, won 3 cups minutes before the end.
Patch
Hai will intensely mutter,
Mary Trendle will be escorted by
of the moonshii and are finding a place to exhibit
A Thompsi
"How too, too, and utter, utter!";
them in. Congrtaulations, and keep Alan Fast.
batch;
Belden, R., is on the run.
j Gridley will be notably absent.
Dick Turk, who'll look till judgment up the good work.
Constantly in search of fun.
Monteen Purser is one of the | Francis Perrottet will play night
Beyer, Cass find recreation
For flaws in every word you say.
cuter waitresses a t Pearce's res-' golf.
In animated conversation.
And everyone will get stinko,
And
surely
Willie
Webb
you've
taurant
(formerly Goodbread's).
Biddle glideth softly by
heard,
And that ain't all, she hails from sing the Alma Mater and say goodWhile Brandon screams
lusty
Who puts to music very word;
Lakeland which is also the home bye.
"HU
And Billy Welch, a well of glee
To this, we add the notes of anof Mel Clanton. Being former
Billy Bingham passes us
Sits geysing personality;
schoolmates, and all that sort of other Roving Reporter, collected inIn Bingham's well-known bouncing But what's that noise? Oh, Squib- thing, it was quite a reunion.
dependently and secretly.
bus;
let Whyte,
Orchids to Jess Gregg for his orAt last, we've got some dope on
And Donald B. who seeketh speed Just one short guess and you'll be
Dorothy Hugli and Minter West- iginal articles in the Tomokan.
Whips past in his velocipede.
right.
Lil Ryan seems to be in a spot,
fall.
The
former
has
a
great
secret
Fay the gay is in a trance,
And see that lanky, buttered bun? scandal in her life here at Rollins. she's going steady with Grid and
Dreaming of the life in France,
That's "Des Cartes" Camp, imbib- The latter has seen a great deal of wearing his best friend's ring.
And cause he's slow in getting tan,
ing sun.
We thought Betty and Scan were
alcohol and will tell you of its evils,
Brady makes the five year plan.
Leigh Davis we watch coming near that is, if you listen, he will.
coming back for a visit, where are
Brennan in her easy way.
With constant, radiating cheer;
they?
More
news
comes
out.
The
EdChases gloom and care away;
Behind her, Gigglewater Earle,
Scandal:
Marjorie Guinzburg
die Bryson mystery has been
And tho some choose a cottage
A merry chortle of a girl;
cleared up. He spends his nights didn't get in until one A. M. the
small,
And on her heels without a doubt
other morning.
at
Big
John's
in
company
with
Carey still prefers a Hall.
Is Lilah Nelson, you'll find out.
Kay Jennings and Marcia StodEdith Scott and they hate to wear
Don Cetrulo we can see
McCreary's work is so intense
dard will miss two certain graduatshoes.
With several damsels on his knee;
He lives and breathes experiments.
Besides a couple of drunks in ing Phi Delts.
And ah! There goeth Clark the
At any time we'd gladly raise
Bob Ruse takes out too many
barefeet, Friday night found a real,
coke,
For Sunny Young, a hymn of honest-to-gosh skeleton walking the highschool girls, how about giving
All popping with another joke.
praise.
us a break next year?
And here we are curling up in And there's the lastest, smallest, streets of Winter Park. Gospel
Frannie Peri-ottet is a panic, ask
truth.
stitches
too,
Toy Skinner, Ken Scudder, John her sculptoring class.
At Tommy C. in lily britches.
A bow Virginia, Quantrell you?
A bit of poetry:
Gross and Dick Verigan had a marHear that noise that's like a train?
Junebug pined for a Blizzard
velous time Friday.
It's Daniel making din again;
Shapeless shadows, hand in hand
About the crew trip, we suggest Jaybird had the St. Louis Blues
And we see Ollie's chipper cause
Round the Chapel arches stray.
that you ask Don Ogilvie about his But the blizzard stayed in St. Louis.
He's put his life in Mutis paughs.
In a melancholy band—
"scruples". What a man! And
Pappy Daunis looks so wise,
Ghosts of graduation day.
Who'd guess the moon got in his Searching, seeking, on they stray, you mustn't forget the peroxide Then Junebug met Jaybird
blonde that John Giantonio found Forgotten is the Blizzard in St.
eyes?
Ghosts of graduation day.
Louis
on the Silver Meteor. What a dame!
Denny Dennison is true
Evening Schedule for Friday, SatThe reason that Jack Maloney cut Both the bug and the bird fell in
Because she met her WaterLou;
urday, and Sunday.
love
so many of Dr. Hutchins' AstronoAnd is that Wesley up above
The Boy
my classes is not because he isn't Good luck, June and Jay.
A-preachin' testaments of love,
8:00 Leaves quietly out the side interested in stars, but Rachel does
Overheard: Jack Myers singing—
We hear now Bette English's
door—Going over to see one not like the other member of the "Little Sir Necko how do you woo?"
of the BOYS.
squawks,
class. Speed has a tendency to
Louis Bills can't seem to stay
8:02 Arrives a t a destination make goo-goo eyes at blondes, As- away from this campus, Oh, to be a
Composing lyrics as she walks.
near the Pi Phi house.
And there's Dame Fashion's latest
tronomy blondes in particular.
redhead.
8:03 Smiles at the BOY he has Amidst cries of "Hello Virginia",
note
The freshman romance, Herbert
come to see.
Entangled round Jean Fairbanks'
the Virginia Circle banquet was vs. McFoo seems to be working out.
8:04 Leaves with the BOY for an very well done.
throat.
The joke's on us, we only gave it a
This is the last issue of the Sandspur for
unknown destination near
And Dusty, having naught to do
Dejay Shriner has been elected month.
the school year of 1938-39. A lot has hapthe lakefront.
Is trying out a class or two;
Will it be wedding bells for DidPresident of the Jive-at-Five Club,
pened since last October. We could become Bloomer Buttons Fuller tries
8:06—11:58 ? ? ? ? ? ?
he succeeds Howard Wormser, who dy and Joe this summer?
sentimental and weep over the departing Each little word to dramatize,
11:58 Leaves lakefront for the will act as Chairman of Programs
Ray Hic-hic-Kok owes somebody
destination near the Pi Phi next Year. Arthur Bifield will an apology from the Pi Phi dance.
seniors, but, frankly, we wouldn't feel right And someone's getting three degrees
house.
in doing it and they wouldn't like it.
serve as Secretary. The Jive-atDan and Phil are still together.
From Rick, the everlasting- tease. 12:00 Arrives and begins the pre- Fiver's plan big things for 1940.
Micky doesn't seem to mind. We
After four years in college, the seniors are Warren in his Goldsmith way,
liminaries to saying goodAmong those planning big things wonder why ?
glad to graduate and start something new. Is kicking up a little "hey";
night.
Sigma Nus had a beering good
for 1940, the Sigma Phi Omega's
Although there may be a few minutes of "Deadline" Hannahs gets away
12:01—12:29 Says goodnight.
take the prize. After next year, we time after the Stetson Sigma Nu
12:30 Leaves his BOY friend and hope, they will be no longer known versus the Rollins Sigma Nu dianostalgia, they quickly pass. If we spent our With same excuses every day.
Edna
still
can
Harmonize,
goes
to
the
X
Club.
lives in tearfully recalling the past, we'd
as the "new" fraternity, but as mond ball game. Speaking of the
And Mickey Harris gets her guys. 12:32 Arrives at the X Club.
Sigma Nus, Bertie Hagnauer igTHE fraternity.
never get anything accomplished. It would Gaze leftwards—there goes Snakie
12:33 Wakes up his roommate
The secret of Carrow Tolson's nores the razzing we give him.
be just as logical to look into the future and
Hayes
who is dozing on the couch.
We'll make it better next year, Hil.
success
in
his
"toothpaste
smile".
start regretting the loss of the present The Grandpaw of our college days; 12:35 Unlocks the door to his
About the Phi Delt Party: WOW!
He uses Pepsodent. The thirty-five
And Willie Heath, of well-known
room so his roommate can
Juniors.
cent size.
Why hasn't Jeff Kennedy been
hair
go to a decent bed.
The graduating class is to be congratulated
mentioned in dirt columns this
Smart
ALeck
got
what
was
comIs Hankering for Northern air;
12:36 Tells a damn lie and turns
upon its many outstanding members. There Ruthie Hill is up to knees
ing to him the other night. "Bessie" year? Well, here and now, we vote
off the light.
him the No. 1 glamour boy of the
are too many to mention by name even if we In silverware and recipes;
campus.
wanted to do so. Although a man may not Warren Hume and Gussie, too,
Overheard: Mary Gore and sevhave entered into many activities, he may Are starting out in their canoe;
eral other girls are dating nothing
have exerted a powerful and splendid influ- And Gladys V. and Richard Jones
but smoothies. How do they tell if
Are tying knots and picking bones.
ence over the people around him.
Often Jack Justice, on another spree
they are smoothies? Why, they ask
them if they wear Hickok suspensuch men and women are completely over- Is chinning on the balcony;
By Janet Jones
was asked if he smoked habitually ders. Do you wear them. Tiny?
looked. That is why we think it is futile and And Robert Lado sponsors ten
"Oh the rain may pour, and the he replied, "Oh no suh, I smokes
Why doesn't someone apply for
More
"want-to-come-to-RoUins"
unfair to single out one or two people from
winds may blow, but the mail must Chesterfields." — and so it goes.
the position of writing up the latest
go through!"
the Senior class and call them most outAnd bear in mind in the morn- swing recordings in the Sandspur
Once Lesh and Wilson blushed —
Yes, they write songs about that ings when you awaken at seven next year? Entitle the column
standing.
AND HOW!
Chatter"
or "DiskWe're looking forward to next year. The But they're disguised in sunburn sort of thing but the SAME sort thirty (Lucy Cross Patches except- "Platter
of thing, the same loyalty to the ed, now that we have Strong Hall Chords".
caliber of the entering class will in many
cause and unerring sense of duty with us) and blaspheme the eightWe
wonder
if
the
couples
that
ways determine the future of Rollins College, There's Lieberman way up ahead. go unrewarded here at Rollins but thirty class that little black Sambo
say goodbye so tearfully June 3rd
We hope the Administration does not make There—see that philosophic head? for the following words of praise, has been on the job for a half hour, will greet each other as enthusiastiAnd over there girls stand in line "What! Another limeade? I said and that at night when you're
the mistake of getting more girls than boys. To look on Mort who Licks-thecally around the 1st of October.
freeze, freeze, lime freeze! Take wrangling for that late permission
If this practice is continued, it will cause
Something to remember, it's a
stein;
that he's longing just as hard for
that back, yeah, and charge it!"
good thing that truth always outs
trouble in the future. They should also be- Then Ellen McElroy we find
But what about the poor pedal the eleven o'clock permission—to go itself so it can clear the innocent
ware of getting too many students from Flor- In some creation she's designed;
home.
pusher, does he have more words to
ones.
ida. We're not saying that they're not fine Behold you see a seasoned drop,
Arlene Kaye is going to dye her
Not "Baby Snooks", but Snooks, say on the subject than the custommen and women for they are, but we do say
ary, "Yas'm". After a little aphair, watch for it! ! !
the pop.
that it will quickly localize the outlook of the There's Mackemer, who never plied psychology it was pried out
that he did. For instance, all precommunity and college.
sleeps.
tense and false pride aside at last
Final Open-House I s Given
Above all the editor wants to thank the She's up before the milkman peeps. we know the real humanitarians on
And
Jack
M.,
for
whose
epitaph
staff members who have worked so faithfully
We'll write "he wouldn't photo- campus. "Ah'm tellin' you, the
since our election. We are looking ahead to
friendliest
theys
at
Cloverleaf,
Last Sunday Rosalie Dean and
graph";
The Sigma Nus gave the final
bigger things for the Sandspur. There are Joe Matthews, who would like the Chase, and the Sigma Nus. But we Ward Atwood entertained & group
sure doan like Fox Hall." Know ye. of their friends at a small informal open house of this term last Sunmany things that can be improved and elimchance
day night. The crowning event of
Alpha
Phis
that
this
brought
forth
afternoon
party . Among the
inated. We want to make the Sandspur the To make a major of
quick words of defense until he con- guests were: Buck Johnson, Nancy the dance was the adept handling of
trap drums by Bob Ruse and we
best college newspaper in Florida and with Dana Miller, who'd look bare
tinued: "It sho is hard to pedal Locke, Charlie Curie, Carl Good,
Without a flower in her hair.
all want to congratulate him on
the beginning of a fine staff already estab- And Elsie Moore, the Sandspur spy, down that hill!"
Bud Hoover, Fran Jones, Monty following the advice of the Sandlished this can be done.
The life of a drugstore delivery Schoenthaler, Jane Russell, Dick spur.
Who laughs, and then won't tell
boy is perilous — he may collide at Kelly, Vicky Morgan, Jack Harris,
you why.
We're glad the year is over even though
Now that we all realize how much
it went rapidly. We feel that everyone needs Sue Pick, who, when below there' any time with a speeding car or a Joe Wilson, Annie Whyte, Wendy these Sunday evening entertainfalling chocolate coke—the chances Davis, June Reinhold, Pump Myi
a rest. Four months from now we'll be just
ments do toward consolidating the
for both being pretty high. One Bill Scheu, Jinny Morgan, Ray
Can rise above it in her plane.
as glad to come back. However, that's four And Ted and Jarry, we should say story will probably go down in his- Hickok, Mickey McAuliffe, Babe campus we hope they will continue
with even more enthusiasm next
months in the future and we don't want them Are typical, gay youth today;
tory of the little black boy who was and Morrie Casparis, Marcia Stodfall. I think they will because
hit by a car, knocked completely dard, George Fuller, Arlene Brento skip by too hurriedly.
Margaret Rogers, always spry.
think of all the dirty rushing we
from his bicycle and plopped into nan, Mort Lichtenstein, Isabelle
Hangs out a biologic eye.
can get in on the side. Of course,
And Roper, better known as pants, the gutter, his tray of food and Flagg, Pris Smith, Janet Jones Ted I am not mentioning any names.
And well-known for her verbal drinks still held aloft and intact. Pittman.
Then there are those unpredictable
rants.
"Information, training, learning, scien- Walt Royall, tenor nightingale
times when the boss, not the rider,
tific research, intellectual culture—any or all Who makes a dismal sort of wail won't go; when the handlebars lean
The Ancient and Royal Order of
The average University of Wisof these alone will be sufficient to save the And there is Savage, quite as tame their tired selves against the cor- consin male student spends $3.80 a Handshakers is a student organization on the Niagara University
nerstones, let forth a death rattle week on dates.
world in our troubled day. The world needs As is he opposite his name;
campus.
and disintegrate all over the sidespiritual regeneration and our university And lookit here; It's Willie Schoo,
An all-round, dashgut, outright Foo. walk. It's been known to happen.
Nevada and Wyoming have only
halls ought to echo with the voice of moral And Tootsie Woots flat tire Tubbs
Tschaikowsky's fifth symphony
The boys themselves are of a fine
authority."
Is drinking beer in greedy glubs,
upstanding character. When one e a c h ' " ^ " ' " " ™ "* ^''^^^ learning is the musical favorite of University of Minnesota students.

The Close of College

Charging Bicycle Brigade Brave Rain
And Wind to Answer Calls For ''Dopes"

Rosalie Dean and
Polly Atwood Have
Informal Party

Quotable Quotes
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- A L O N G THE S I D E L I N E S —
Thirteen Men Will Receive Athletic Keys for Distinguished Service; Justice to Tryout for AllAmerican Baseball Team
. By Jefferson Kennedy, Jr,
Here in the college we have a certain honor which we bestow on oi
sport. This custom has been in vogue for the past nine years and yet i
one seems to know about it. In the mind of this writer the casual ove
looking of this decoration by students in the past is a disgrace.

THE

Theta Kappa Nu's
Clinch Gary Cup
For Thjrd Year

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

CO-EDS
IN
SPORTS
Since this is our last article for

Become Permanent Owners of the year, let's go back and review
Coveted Trophy; Encounter briefly women's sports activities.
Basketball was the first introStiff Competition

K.A.'s Take Second
HaJf Softball Title

, - L E T T E R S TO T H E E D I T O R - ,

Beat T. K. N.'s 9-6, Sigma Nus,
and Independent Teams

•e for the benefit of the whole
Rollins College,
illege and not the people of the
Winter Park, Florida
May 28, 1939
Drama and French departments.
Dear Editor:
DeJay Shriner
Last week the Sandspur printed
editorial which I consider unMay 29, 1939
fair, biased, and selfish. The colmotion picture programs are To the Editor:
The Dramatic Art Department
chosen for entertainment as well as
.s had a very busy and most suceducation, and the films presented
this year, for the most part, have cessful season this year. Six plays,
fulfilled that aim. Naturally it is all difficult ones, will have been
hard to please everyone, especially produced by the end of this week.
he few pseudo-sophisticates and Four of these have been done durelf appointed drama critics on the ing the Spring Term with only two
campus, but the films selected this weeks between plays.
year were of the type to give the
The actors have received the ap•age student two hours of relax- plause of the enthusiastic audiation and pleasure.
s and the praise of the critics.
Such light comedies as the "Sing- That is fine! They deserved all
ing Marine", and "Three Men on a they got—every one of them, and
are proud that they did such
Horse" were alternated with excellent pictorial presentations as splendid work.
There is another group of stu'Slim", "Gold is Where You Find
dents that has done just as good
It" and "Jezebel".
5 for the French movies, with work, and the success of our plays
all due respect to the French pro- can be attributed as much to them
ducers, I can only say that the as to the actors. In fact, the plays
poor technical treatment and film- could not have been produced withing did not make up for the "clever" out them. I refer to the consciendialogue and, in the case of "Un tous and loyal students who work
Garnet de Bal", a fascinating plot, backstage. Never have we made
especially to the numbers of stu- such demands upon our technical
dents who do not understand crews and never have we had such
excellent backstage workers. It is
French.
not easy to find and obtain properForeign films in general are no- ties. The reviewers forget to mentoriously bad, no matter how "un- tion the good work of these stuexcelled is the drama and suspense" dents, and many in our audiences
of such questionable masterpieces do not even know that they are
of Bolshevism as "Potemkin" and backstage.
"The End of St. Petersburg".
Now that our season is nearly
Old silent films, even American
ones, belong to the dead past. The over. Professor Bailey and I wish
to take this means of expressing
exaggerated dramatics of the
our deep appreciation and thanks to
fancy of the cinema would art
these loyal technical workers, and
only laughter in a modern audie
even the "dramatic genius" of Sar- to all of the students who have
helped to make our plays so sucah Bernhardt.
If certain students feel that spe- cessful this year. Nearly 100 difcial films, silent films, foreign ferent students have participated
in the productions of the Rollins
Class A i r s F e w Confidential films, or so called classics are nt
Student Players this season. That
V i e w s a t T r a d i t i o n a l Meet sary for their education and study, is a record of which we are very
they should find some other means
ing a t E n d of School
of procuring them than thru the proud.
Donald S. Allen
In keeping with a noble Rollins Tuesday evening programs which
tradition, the Senior men of '3i
spent their first reunion at the
NOTICE!
home of President Hamilton Holt

By trimming the defending champion Theta Kappa Nu team, 9-6, the
K. A.'s clinched the second half of
a torrid intramural diamondball
race and thus qualified to meet the
Theta Kappa Nu, first half winner,
a play-off for the championship.
The K. A.'s pounded out two victories during the past week, defeating Sigma Nu, 10-4, and the Independents, 21-9, with "Shorty"
Phillips twirling in both games.
The Independents won a 17-7 verdict over Sigma Nu thanks partly to
Umpire McFall's poor knowledge
of the rules. The Independents
scored eight runs in a wild third
inning off Hagnauer's slants. Four
runs came in after what should have
been a third out when McFall ruled
that Haggerty had to tag the man
returning to second after a fly to
right field.
The Phi Delts edged the X Club,
12-7, scoring three markers in the
first, five in the third, and three
more in the fourth inning. Cetrulo
and Davis spearheaded their attack
while Rodda and Meyers led the X
Club in a sixth inning offensive
which netted three runs and fell
one short of tying the score.
Dick Turk blanked the X Club,
2-0, allowing but three hits and a
walk in a five-inning game. The
Theta Kappa Nu's collected their
runs in the first inning on hits by
Swan, Lawton, and Bouton.

mural competition and was won by
With the winning of the intra- the Thetas, who successfully defeatmural swimming meet the Theta ed all the other teams. The first
Kappa Nu's cinched the Gary Gymkana of the year was held Decup for the third consecutive ember 3, at the Orlando Country
year, and the honor of keep- Club where Joan Kellogg-Smith
ing the coveted cup for ever. took top honors in the advanced
Although the winning of this cup horsemanship; Barbara Babb, in
was made possible through a great jumping; and Marguerite Lucas, benumber of athletes it certainly sides winning first place in the inshows that the Theta's have won- termediate group, was high scorer
for the day. Two individual tourderful cooperative athletic spirit.
The Phi Delt's started out the naments were held during the fall
year with a bang by winning the term, too. Barbara Bryant breezed
competition in touch football. This through the tennis to emerge as
is the third time the Phi Delts have victor. Betty Mackemer won at
come through in this department. golf.
Honors Day was held February 8
Wendy Davis and Don Cetrulo were
the nucleus around which the Phi and here is a summary of the
awards:
the posture award was
Delts built their team. Not far beThis year marks the one hundredth anniversary of our national
en to Betty Berdahl and several
hind the Phi Delts were the Sigpastime, baseball. In Cooperstown, N. Y., where the game originated,
sity teams were announced—the
ma Nu's headed by such able men
they are celebrating the event by having a gigantic jubilee at which
as Joe Rembock and Jimmy Coates. basketball varsity is composed of
they are going to pick an All-American Basball team. And still better
If these men continue to give the Marilyn Tubbs Smith, I. Rieger,
than that I learned from Coach MacDowell that Joe Justice is being
same kind of performances on the Pris Smith, Lora Ladd, Glo Young,
sent to the tryouts in August. If everything works out 0. K., I'm sure
touch football field in future years and Skippy Arnold. Congratulawe'll find Joe holding down the second base position on that team. Beas they did this year, the Phi Delts tions. The varsity crew consists of
fore he gets away from us let's all wish him the best of luck.
Lois Johnson, Jarry Smith, Betty
will have to watch their step.
On the tennis courts the Inde- Winton, Toy Skinner, and Betty
As a review of the sports year, both varsity and intromural, Coach pendents reigned supreme through Knowlton. Intramural golf and
MacDowell has been kind enough to supply us with the following in- the efforts of Gentil and Greene tennis tournaments were also held
formation; for which I know we are all grateful:
who won the doubles. Bill Fetner, in the winter term. The former was
Sigma Nu, defeated Green in the a tie between the Thetas, Pi Phis,
ingles final. While in the tennis and Independents. The latter was
INTERCOLLEGIATE AWARDS
department it might be a good idea taken by the Independents.
Spring term saw Volleyball take
to take a crack at the Rollins tenteams of the past years. With the stage and this, too, was decisiveCrew
the equipment and seemingly fine ly won by the Thetas. The final
Service Stars: Ted Reed, Wesley Dennis, Carl Thompson, Ray players it is very strange that riding tournament was held April
Hickok, Ted Pittman, Don Ogilvie, Matt Ely, manager.
this particular field of athletics 22 and found Carolyn Lewis, Pollyanna Young and Barbara Babb takSweaters and letters: George Chisholm, Carrow Tolson, John Gian- at Rollins should be so weak.
tonio, M. K. Harmon, Clarence Krause, Don Bradley, Wes Hausman,
On the basketball court the The- ing top honors in one field or anAdolfo Gntil, Bill Whitehead, Paul Boutno, Melvin Clanton, Hilbert
's again lead the field, beating all other. Dana Miller was successful
Hagnauer.
mers. As usual the K.A.'s and in defeating all other rivals and
the Phi Delt's were close on their thus capturing first place in tl
Baseball
heels. With the addition of a var- Archery tournament and Lo
lity basketball team at Rollins it Johnson walked off with first plai
Service Stars: Earl Brankert, Bill Daugherty, Joe Rembock, Joe
would be supposed that the intra- in the fencing tournament. The
Justice, Rick Gillespie, Jack Justice, Sam Hardman, Marion Mclnnis.
swimming meet was held May 3
Sweaters and letters: Chas. Lingerfelt, Emmett Gaulding, Carl mural teams would suffer greatly, and the Gamma Phis showed thei
but such was not the case. ProbSedlmayer, manager.
in successfully
winning
bly the most interesting thing skill
Fencing
about the basketball was the com- enough events to grant them the Thursday evening.
People interested in antomoA stormy session of "chats"
bination of football and soccer that victory.
Sweaters and letters: Don Cetrullo, Emanuel Ehrlich, Orville FenBesides the general school tour- garding Beanery, athletics, and Applications Must Be Sent to bile transportation to the north
played in recreation hall,
may inquire about rides at the
nell (manager), Matt Ely (manager).
naments,
we've
had
several
chances
scholarship standing, is usually the
Jacksonville by July 15
le volleyball championship as
dean's office in Carnegie.
Sweater and numerals: Dejay Shriner, George Ehrlich.
usual went to the K. A.'s. We cer- to compare our athletes with others. theme for these evenings, but not
Varsity R: Warren Siddall.
tainly don't know what that crazy The girls golf team easily defeated this year. Contrary to tradition
Its
next
merit
system
Numerals: Don Riddle.
gang has on the ball, but it just Weber College and although the this year's Senior men had little to tion for applicants who desire to
seems that they are undefeatable tennis team lost to Mercer College, grieve over, and with the exception qualify for social service positions
Golf
in this particular department. The they showed they really had the of airing a few confidential views, will be held on August 26, accoTi-dSweaters and letters: Dick Turk, Bill Scheu, Jack Budreau, Jimmy returning to school of Shorty Phil- makings of a fine team. The Stet- they were content to enjoy theming to announcement today by the
Coates.
lips certainly didn't do the K.A. son women were our guests this selves under billows of cigar smoke State Welfare Board.
Girl Form Group to Enforce
volleyball team any harm. The year in the annual play day but (courtesy Dr. Holt and The CenThe deadline for filing applicaStringent Rulings
K. A.'s have lost only two games I'm afraid they were a wee bit dis- tury Club).
tions was announced as July 15,
Sweater and letter; Bill Bingham, Bob Davis, Irving Felder in the last three years of competi- appointed as Rollins won every
was a rare night for the men considerable time being required
competition.
Albuquerque,
N. M. — (ACP) —
(manager).
of '39, a night that will long be
tion in their specialty.
I hope this covers everything and cherished. It was a traditional after applications are in for a com- Campus casanovas have been given
Service stars: Dick Camp, John Hall, Joe Hanna.
The names of Matt Ely, Bud Al
plete check-up of educational and their orders at the University of
if
I've
left
out
anybody's
name
or
meeting,
the
kind
that
every
man
bert, Bob Haggerty, and Jess
other qualifications.
Intramural Awards
New Mexico, and the co-ed orderGregg were responsible for giving that of their friends please blame it silently hoped would re-occur next
Application blanks may be ob- givers have formed an organization
the weather or my youth as I'm year. Sitting around the famed
us the biggest thrill of the athletic
Crew: X C l u b tained at any of the twelve district to enforce them.
worn
out
from
this
epistle
to
Holt
porch,
the
men,
contented
for
Winning Crew: Stroke—McCorkle, No. 3—^Bill Daugherty, No. year during the running of the
regenerate my one brain cell. I the most part, listened attentively welfare offices, or from the state
After the women formed the
2—Jack Harris, bow—Bruce Edmands. Coach—^Ted Pittman. cross country. Bud led the field
office. Applicants are required to "Rehabilitation Project on Rapid
until the last hundred yards when certainly have enjoyed bringing you to reminiscing words of wisdom ofBasketball Trophy: Theta Kappa Nu.
of Co-eds in Sports this fered by their colleagues and their fill out new application blanks for Romeo Reform," they listed the folwith seeming ease Matt sped up and
Volleyball Trophy: Kappa Alpha.
the
current
examination
in
duplilowing as being detrimental to
passed him for a very close finish. year and here's wishing you the great president. As the evening
Tennis Trophy: Independents—
progressed, and the cigar smoke cate and to mail these to the State masculine appeal.
Golf was pretty well scattered best of
Singles champion—William Fetner.
1. Failing to remember that,
became less billowy, many began to Welfare Board at Jacksonville.
this year. Two of the best players
Doubles champions—Adolfo Gentil and John Green.
The
examinations
are
conducted
ly crude country lads sit in the
sentimentally wonder, as Shakesin the field were the winner. Jack
Swimming Trophy: Theta Kappa Nu—
by the Merit System Committee of
r and honk the horn instead of
peare
said
"How
many
times
will
Budreau
and
second,
Jack
Keller.
Individual winners:
this our loft scene be acted over . . " the State Welfare Board, composed coming to the door like a gentleThe Phi Delt team won the cham50 yd. dash—Jack Makemson.
of
Ivy
Futch,
of
Lake
Placid,
memman, when calling for a date.
in days to come. Five years from
pionship this year closely followed
220 free-style—Kenneth Scudder.
(Continued from pace 1)
2. Forever bragging about how
now other men would be claiming ber of the state -welfsre board,
by the Sigma Nu's and the Inde50 yd. back-stroke—Fred Kasten.
chairman; Dean Mary B. Merritt
pendents.
t y Methodist Episcopal their places . . . immortals of to- of the University of Miami; Dr. he never cracked a book, and how
100 breast-stroke—David Crawford.
he can i>olish the apple and still
The quality of the intra-mural Church. Not satisfied with this life day will be forgotten tomorrow.
100 free-style—Kenneth Scudder.
Elmer D. Hinckley, head of the Psy- manage to pull down an "A" in a
crew this year is well exemplified and the west, he then journeyed to Men who, side by side, fought for
Diving—Jack Makemson.
chology Department, University of
Relay Race won by Theta Kappa Nu. Swinners: Kasten, by the fine showing of the varsity. Rhode Island where he became an the 1939 gridiron glory of Rollins, Florida; F. A. Mahan, Monticello, course.
3. Making an effort to impress
men
who
guided
the
destinies
oi
Again
this
year,
the
X
Club
and
instructor
at
the
East
Greenwich
Grundler, Scudder pnd Crawford.
district welfare board member and everyone with the importance of
impish
"RATS",
men
who
lead
the
the Phi Delts had a battle to the Academy. When he left there he,
Diamondball Trophy: (not finished).
Clayton C, Codrington, state wel
Gary Cup: Theta Kappa Nu to keep permanently, the first or- finish. Last year the Phi Delts fin- too, decided to try the South and campus . . . there's Sheu, Makem- fare commissioner. Miss Martha the fact that he and his prof are
ganization to win this cup three years. The Cup was donated by ished off the X Club in the final came down to Rollins where he was son, Welch, Cetrulo, Maclnnis, Parrish, personnel director of the old pals.
4. Embarrassing a girl by gets and this year the X Club re- Dean of the College from the years Hume, Daughtery, and a host of
the late Dr. Claud Gary, of Winter Park, in 1932.
State Welfare Board, is executive ting intoxicated.
versed the procedure. Strokes Mc- 1911 to 1917. He then left Rollins others who starred in their fields.
secretary of the committee,
5. Insisting on telling a girl of
Corkle and Hickok are to be com- to help in the war. When this was Where will they all be five years
Four Year Records of Graduating Athletes
Those who successfully stand all her faults when she did not ask
mended on their crew's showings. over, he returned to Boston where from now ? No one would hazard a
the examination will constitute t for the information.
he was Dean of Burdette College guess.
Bingham, William H
Tennis 1937-8-9
6. Asking her to his fraternity
As 10:00 o'clock rolled around list of eligibles from which apfor ten years. After these years
Bradley, Don W
Crew 1939
pointments as visitor, unit super- dance and upon her arrival to it,
the meeting broke up and the
the memory of Rollins was
Brady, Harold L
:
_
Football 1936-7-8
strong for him so he returned to mortals of '39 prepared for their visor and district director may be stating that he doesn't yet know
Baseball 1935-6-7-8
how to dance.
become the Dean of Men;—and last week's bivouac on the shores of
Camp, Richard C
Tennis 1938-9
The examination is the eighth
late for a date.
Cetrullo, Dante A
Fencing 1936-7-8-9
Fleet Peeples Will Prepare there was great joy throughout the Lake Virginia . . . 'neath the shelt- held by the State Welfare Board 8.7. Being
Leaving her alone while he
ering
arm
of
their
Alma
Mater,
Clark, John E
_
Basketball Manager 1939
Food at Family Tree
since it was inducted into office
goes to talk to someone else.
Dean Enyart is a member of Pi
Costello, Thomas F.
-..^
Swimming 1937
July
1,
1937.
9. Saying to his date: "Why
Gamma Mu, Sigma Phi Omega, and
Daugherty, Oliver E
Football 1936-7-8
As the result of these tests,
can't you be like Mary?"
You
The seniors of Rollins College Phi Kappa Psi fratrnities.
Daunis, Frank J _
Football 1936-7
persons have qualified for district
10. Failing to indicate that he
will have their last get-together be- might say that his hobbies are playBaseball 1936-7-8
director, 130 for unit supervisor, was glad to have been introduced
fore receiving their diplomas at sev- ing "Father Confessor" to the stu„
Football 1936-7-8
Dennis, J. Wesley..
an 1,094 for visitor.
to a girl's parents. (Sincerity goes
dents
and
conferring
with
"Riley";
en
o'clock
on
the
morning
of
graduCrew 1938-9
far.)
Members of the University Club
ation, June 5. This will be the oc- and, secondarily, teaching poor
Puller, George Elmer, J r
Football Manager 1938
11. Being rude when a girl, for
When recording brain
for
casion of the "Senior Breakfast" youngsters something about the of Orlando will be the guests of the
study, Universiyt of Southen some reason, refuses a date.
business
world.
The
breakfast
will
be
held
at
the
Rollins
faculty
men
at
the
second
Gillespie, Richard L.Football 1936-7-8
12. Telling jokes that might be
traditional spot, the Family Tree,
Drifting away from the adminis performance of the "Torchbearers'' California's Dr. L. E. Travis amp
Baseball 1936-7-8
lifies them 300,000 times.
considered a trifle shady.
which is just across Lake Virgini; tration building we run into the on Friday evening.
Hayes, Bob
Football 1936-7-8
and opposite the college.
figure of Mr. Rae as he busily
This extended invitation is part
Hume,* Warren C..Football 1936-7-8
The idea of the senior breakfast tries to show his many students just of a reciprocal program to foster
Crew 1936-7-8
is one of the few remaining tra- how they should paint those murah friendship between the two groups
Justice, Jack
Football 1936-7-8
At the end of last year the Uniditions at Rollins. This traditional on the walls of Pinehurst. Mr
breakfast has been a function of Rae was born in Jersey City, Nev versity Club took the men of the
Baseball 1936-7-8-9
Jersey;
is
a
graduate
of
Pratt
In
Rollins
faculty to Sanlando Springs
graduation
since
the
college
began,
Mclnnis, Marion T
...Football 1936-7-8
This is a wonderful spot for the stitute and has studied at the Art for a picnic.
Baseball 1936-7-8-9
seniors to have their final medita Student's League in New York
10 New and Modern Bowling Alleys
Basketball 1939
tion and bull session concerning City. For many years he has had work has been mostly that of an ilMakemson, John H
..Swimming 1937
Soda Grill and Lounge
their activities while in school, be- exhibitions in the Society of Amer- lustrator and author of children's
Reed, Theodore W
Crew 1937-8-9
books.
In
this
capacity,
he
has
been
fore going out into that well-known ican Illustrators; he is also repreSwimming 1936
cold world.
sented in the Congressional Lib- an illustrator for MacMillan publishers for the past nine years. Mr.
Scheu, William E
.Crew 1936
All of the seniors are expected rary in Washington.
Rae is so interested in his work
Golf 1939
to come to this function. The food I When Frieda Hempel was playing
720 N. Orange
Phone 6956
that one can say that his only real
had
the
Thompson, Carl E
Football 1936-7-8
will be prepared and served by the part of "Jenny Lind'
I honor of painting her portrait. His hobby is his painting.
Crew 1938-9
Fleet Peeples.
Turk, Richard W
_. Football 1936-7-8
Golf 1939
On Graduation Day thirteen men will receive this award, the coveted
ATHLETIC KEY. Namely they are: R. Gillespie, M. Maclnnis, 0.
Daugherty, Jack Justice, W. Hume, R. Turk, C. Thompson, R. Hayes,
T. Reed, H. Brady, F. Daunis, W. Dennis, and G. Fuller. This key acts
as a lifetime pass to all home games played by the college. On the
back of this award is inscribed the collegiate record of each man. The
requirements are as follows: the eligible man must graduate, he must
have earnd a letter in two major sports, or a letter in one major
sport and two minor sports. Three letters in one major sport will also
do the trick. The original plan has been to give an honor which will
include both athletics and scholarship. To my mind this ably covers
the ground. This year truly shows the swift progress Rollins is making for in this graduating class more men are to receive ATHLETIC
KEYS than ever before. Let us all here in college try to make this
grand custom amount to more than just another award on Honors Day.

Senior Men Find
Little to Discuss
Witjij)r. Holt

Social Service Exams
To Be Held August 26

Campus Casanovas
Ordered By Coeds

Anderson, Enyart and
R a e A r e Discussed

Traditional Senior
Breakfast Held June 5

Faculty Men Will
Entertain University
Club At Senior Play

BOWL

For Health
And Fun

ORLANDO BOWLING CENTER

THE

Women's Club Gives
$175 to Music Units

-INQUIRING REPORTER-

Money Will Buy Recording
Machine for Conservatory

Question: What was the most embarrassing moment of your entire
life at Rollins?

Rollins Conservatory is to have
fine recording machine next year
for corrective work and the making
of records of the various musical
activities of the music units here.
This has been made possible by
the Woman's Club of Winter Park,
who have donated |175, above their
planned budget for this year. Out
of the three proposed needs of the
college—a new volley ball court, an
art studio, or a recording machine,
it was decided in favor of the last
project. The donation is not, of
course, sufficient for the best type
of machine but the choir will pay
the difference out of the choir
fund.

Typewriter Headquarters
Sales and Service
All Makes Used Typewriters

Davis Office Supply

DATSON
Dairies, Inc.

Arlene Brennan: "When Dr. Armstrong returned my term paper
with all my quotations marked."
Snooks Mclnnis: "The day they began checking up on my age."
Ollie Daugherty: "When my attention was called to the fact that
my hair was starting to fall out. If you don't think that is an embarrassing moment, ask Buck Johnson or Willie Whitehead."
Harriet Begole: "Remember Brabant?"
Mort Lichtenstein: "When 1 was coming downstairs at the Pelican
with my shoes in my hand, at midnight, and met Dr. Stone, the chaperon."
Willie Welch: " Place: Faculty Wing
Time: Supper Time
Characters: Chris Honaas, and Yours Truly, on one of those days.
Action; One bowl of tomato soup on those "divine" purple pants."
Diddy Hannahs: "Joe D. Hanna, Jr."
Walter Royall: "After four years at RolUns I have learned not to
be embarrassed at anything!"
Joe Matthews: "When the cop arrested me for having it7ttr whistles
on the exhaust pipe."
Ted Reed: "None of your d--n business!"
Bette English: "On the train my first year at Rollins, a tall aggressive man approached me and tried to take care of my luggage. I
thought he was trying to take advantage of me financially and didn't
pay any attention to him. He persisted in following me and seemed
quite annoyed that I wouldn't cooperate. Finally becoming indignant,
I told him to go away and stop annoying me. He then had the ungodly
nerve to tell me he had corresponded with me that summer. I went off
in a huff. Imagine my humiliation when upon arriving at school I discovered the gentleman in question to be none other than George Holt."
Jack Justice: "The night somebody stepped on my back on the
lake front."
Tommy Costello: "ROPER!"
Warren Goldsmith: "The night I got drunk on four super-Tom
Collins."
Willie Shoo: "The day before Mrs. Coe put the springs on the door
to the shower."
Dusty Fennell: "Which one?"

YOUR FURS AND VALUABLES

Safe, Pasteurized Dairy
Deserve Your Attention. You Should
See Where They are Stored. Do This
For Your Own PROTECTION.

Products

ROLLINS

FRIDAY, JUNE 2.19M

SANDSPUR

New Curriculum
Woodstock Reunion
''"'° LS*R.iiin JI-OFF CAMPUS- Planned for 1939-40 To Be Held August 19
(Continued from page 1)
Leigh Davis visited Maurice Hendent-Faculty Discipline Committee, shaw at his family's home in Fern
Park
last week-end.
"R" Club, Order of the Fox, ChairDot Ciccarelli and Frances Whitman of the Radio Club, and has
been the manager for all the major taker drove down to Miami for the
sports, football, baseball, and fenc- week-end.
Lillian Ryan went to her home at
ing.
"Guess I'll miss Joe Wilson, Hag- West Palm Beach to spend Friday
enbach, and Hickok most of all. Oh, and Saturday.
Among those who stayed on camyes, and fraternity meetings on
Monday nights, as well as all the pus last week-end and broke or
other meetings" wistfully admitted made up were: Carl Good, Bud Hoover, Rosalie Dean, Polly Atwood,
Dante Cetrulo.
Dante's product of a year's hard Warren Goldsmith, Virginia Morwork has joyfully been received gan.
within the the last few days. Dur
Bob McCormick and Ollie Witting his four years at Rollins, Dante mer went to St. Petersburg accomhas been a member of O.D.K., P panied by Snaggy and the leetle
Gamma Mu, Student Council, In- fox terrier.
terfraternity Council, President of
Shirley Levis went to visit her
the Lower Division, Eat Commit- family at Ocala during the weektee, Social Committee, Assembly end.
Committee, Chapel Staff, "R" Club,
Fay Bigelow spent the week-end
O.O.O.O., and the varsity fencing at her home in New Smyrna.
team.
Ann Roper visited her parents
Bill Scheu made a grand prexy over the week-end. Wilma Heath
this year. The "X" Club will feel spent Friday with Ann's family at
the loss of Bill in no little way. Daytona Beach.
Aside from being president of the
Polly and Gloria Young and
student body, Bill has been a mem- Lorie Ladd went down to Sarasota
ber of O.D.K., the Key Society, Stu- to spend the week-end at the Young
dent Council, Interfraternity Coun- domain situated on Treasure Island.
cil, Rat Committee, International
Jane Russell spent some time
Relations Club, Chapel Staff, Social with her mother in Cocoa at the
Committee, Student-Faculty Dis- beginning of the week.
cipline Committee, Phi Society,
Chapel Usher Staff, O.O.O.O., Inner Council, Head Usher in the An- ous activities since he entered Rolnie Russell Theatre, Manager of lins as a green frosh. He can
the Freshman football team, and boast membership in O.D.K., Pi
Chairman of the Student Union Gamma Mu, Key Society, Student
Committee.
Council, Inner Council, Theta Al"Do you know what I'll miss pha Phi, Social Committee, Rollins
most at Rollins? Good ole' Bean- Student Players, Chapel Usher
ery!" And no doubt Beanery will Staff, Order of the Fox, German
Club, treasurer of the Student Unmiss Warren Hume.
Committee, the varsity football
Warren Hume, of the Kappa
Alpha family, has been in numer-. team, and the varsity crew.

(Continued from page 1)
run for four terms, commencmg
with the winter term of the student's first year in college and running through the following winter
term. The human affairs course
will deal with the social and economic aspects of local, national and
international governmental problems, tracing these problems to
their historical bases. The humanities students will trace the historical development of ideas as illustrated in world literature and the
fine arts. The two courses merge
in the spring term of the second
year, during which a philosophical
integration of all preceding work
will be developed.
A parallel course in foundati
English, dovetailing with the basic
courses, will be offered in order to
stress the rudiments of clear and
concise expression. Instructors
philosophy, music and the fine arts
will be called in from time to time,
in order to indicate the connection
of their fields with the whole.
To summarize, students entering
Rollins in the fall will be able to
tisfy Lower Division requirements either by taking the present
Lower Division plan or by enrolling
under the new plan, in which they
II take two basic courses (one in
science and one either in humanities or human affairs) and a course
in foundation English. The basic
courses will occupy about half the
student's time, and the remainder
of the time will be occupied by
electives. Students who wish to
pursue the present study plan may
do so, but all will be required to
take either the basic course in
• a one year course in one
Particular care has been
taken to see that each unit of the

Picnic For Rollins Family
Comes on Prexy's Birthday
Every year, on the Saturday
nearest Doctor Holt's birthday, I
there is a Rollins reunion held at \
Prexy's summer estate at Wood- 1
stock. Conn. This year it falls di- ]
rectly on his birthday, August 19, \
and all students, faculty members, i
alumni, and friends who can possibly get to Woodstock will be welEveryone brings a picnic lunch
and eventually ends up down at the
shore of a nearby lake. The picnic
is followed by singing and an informal program of games, sports
and discussion, according to the
taste of the participants.
To many new students, who will
be freshmen next fall, this reuniwi
offers an excellent opportunity to
get acquainted with future schoolmates and teachers, and does much
to remove that "pre-coUege scare"
which so many feel when going
away for the first time. Dean Anderson will drive down from Maine
to be present and will play his usual
important part in gatherings of this
sort.

Baccalaureate Held Sunday
(Continued from page 1)
Sermon: Something to Live For
— Rev. Mr. Ansley C. Moore.
Hymn Number 30—"Our God,
Our Help In Agea Past"
Twofold Benediction and Amen—
Pres. Holt and Mr. Denney.
Recessional — Marche Triomphale — Strych.
new plan integrates with the whole,
and it is believed that the new plan
represents a significant step forward in educating for democracy.

Orlando Phone 6342
Winter Park Phone 287R

Winter Park Branch
148 W. SOUTH ST.

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
ORLANDO

308 E. Park Ave.

Buy a good used
car for your
vacation
See these
convertibles:
'37 Pontiac Conv. Coupe
'37 Buick Conv. Sedan
'37 Buick Conv. Coupe
'36 Buick Conv. Coupe
'36 LaSaUe Cvt. Coupe
'37 Ford Cvt. Coupe
Let us inspect and condition your car for your
trip home.

Orange-Buick
Company
330 N. Orange Ave.

Phone 5410

Orlando

Slack Suits

Phone Winter Park 418

CERTIFIED COLD STORAGE

WHEN YOU START HOME
You'll literally "travel
far" toward beauty and
attractiveness if you
choose several of these
unbeatable travel suits,
dreses and coats on our
show-racks.
Don't forget to take a
style-leading supply of
play clothes and beachwear, chosen from the
wide selection of materials, styles and pieces!

Take home a few sport ensembles for your leisure
wear this summer. Priced
at

Ihe Chesterfield glove, created by New York's
smart designer Merry Hull...

$3.95 and up

Original and different too is Chesterfield's

^
CLAUDE HERRINGTON

Rollins "T" Shirts
Be sure you've a few extra
"T" Shirts on hand for your
summer tennis, boating,
and wear around home.

"CAL" LANGSTON

way of combining the world's best tobaccos to bring
out the finer qualities of each. It's the Chesterfield way
and that's why Chesterfields are milder than other
cigarettes. They also have a better taste and more
pleasing aroma. Chesterfields really satisfy

HERRINGTON-LANGSTON
Orlando's Finest Restaurant

HAND-AND-GLOVE WITH
MORE SMOKING PLEASURE

89c

R.C. BARER
at the comer downtown

13 N. Orange ATenne
ORLANDO, FLORIDA
Ojf,n»kt IW. liccm « MYns Itaucco c

9361i
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